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Electronic Shelf Label（ESL）is kind of electronic price tag. It is a 

display system which can transmit information bilaterally，and 

mainly applied in super-market, shopping mall, convenience 

store and some other retail scenario.

 1993，The first ESL was invented；

 1999，Large scale application in Carrefour, France；

 2011，Applicated in more than 24,000 super-markets over 50 

countries globally.

 2014，Global shipments of ESL at 60 million pcs；

 2017，Global shipments of ESL over 70 million pcs；

2018，upto 10 billion USD market sales volume is coming.

Development of ESL



Development of ESL

ESL is a Trend

The Internet has changed the retail industry. The current 

"O2O retail mode" almost becomes a standard application 

in the retail industry and the operation philosophy and  the 

hardwares are constantly improved quickly.

ESL is a brand-new experience and may change the retail 

industry. It brings lots of changes to stores from the 

convenience of image promotion, on-site operation, cost 

management, shopping experience and interaction.
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ESL System 
Introduction

 Overview

 Constructure

 How to link

 Price update principle

 O2O



Overview

AP 

ESL

Each ESL connects to the computer database via a wired 

or wireless network, and displays the latest commodity 

prices through the screen on the ESL. They have in fact 

succeeded in incorporating shelves into computer 

programs.

Important 4 sectors

Software platform

Dedicated access point

ESL

PDA（including smartphone with NFC）

platform 

PDA



System Construct 

2.4G 2.4G
WIFI

ESL: Displays price and basic information for each 

commodity.

PDA：Scan and update information manually.

AP AP 
Router

ESL ESL 
PDA

Software Platform： Connecting with the existing 

system, synchronizing the basic commodity 

information and the price information, then 

sending the update data to the store's  AP, 

automatically after the data update is completed, 

and finally confirming the success of each update.

AP： Modify the information over the network by

using the 2.4G signal, and eventually send the 

modified information back to the platform to 

ensure the success of each transmission.



Link between ESL and commodity

Scan/NFC for ID

Scan bar code for 
item information

Link

Create linkage 

database

Unlink

Delete linkage 

database

►Field fast binding ESL and commodity to avoid backstage 

binding cumbersome and manual input errors；

►Field fast unlinking to update the shelf.



Information update principle

2.4GNetwork

1、Update instruction sent to the server by PDA.

2、The server process the update information to code and sent it to the AP devices；

3、AP devices transmit the data to ESLs；

4、ESLs modify the display info and feedback to the AP devices.

5、AP devices feedback the message to the server when the modification is completed.

6、The server update the new commodity information to the ERP and POS systems；

7、The steps will continue until the infomation is successfully modified.



O2O

Scan

Online Store

CloudESL Server

2.4G

Scan QR code on ESL linking to 

online store.

The same information either online 

or offline；

Better shopping experience could 

increase the sales volume.



ESL Typical 
Application

 Immidiate Price Modification

 O2O Scenario Enhancing

 Efficient Pickup Execution



Immidiate Price Modification

ESL System

Large 
amounts of 

modification

Holiday, Festival 

promotion

High 
frequency 

modification

Promotion of fresh.

Temporary 
modification

Promotion for 

other

special reasons 



O2O Scene Enhancing

ESL System

Online store

Price synchronized

---Better shopping experience

Sales data synchronized

---Promotion strategy adopting.

info synchronized



Efficient pickup execution

1.  Online order to offline store.

2.  PDA displays order info.

3.  ESL guiding staff to efficient pickup.



Value of ESL

 Cost saving

 Efficient operation

 Management increasing

 Better shopping experience



Cost Saving

Tratidional Price Tag

►Consumption of a large amount of 

printing materials.

►Average of 1. 5-2 minutes for price 

tag replacement consuming huge labor 

resources.

ESL

►Once investment, long-term benefit.

►Saving huge human resources.

►Saving a big amount of printing materials.



Management Improving

Price management

Traditional tag：low efficiency 

and accuracy.

ESL：High efficiency and 

accuracy

Item management

Traditional tag：relying on 

staff experience and low 

efficiency.

ESL：positioning and guiding 

for offline staff pickup and high 

efficiency.

Auto reminding

Traditional tag：based on staff 

checking for quality guarantee 

period, inventory and etc. 

ESL：automatic reminding.

Convenient checking

Traditional tag：hard to check 

the commodity info.

ESL：getting the commodity 

info anytime by PDA. 



Efficient Operation

Promotion

Time
Time

Strategy

Long-time preparation,and stiff

Simplex strategy, and one-side 

either offline or online.

Promotion anytime and easy 

execution.

Strategy
Multiple strategy and O2O 

synsynchronized



Better shopping experience
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Traditional tag：disorganized, different colors, poor visual effect, poor impression.

ESL：orderly arrangement, uniform color, strong sense of science and  technology, 
fashion, improve store image
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Traditional tag：no interaction access.

ESL：QR code providing access to online for comments, ordering, price comparing and etc. 



Challanges



Challanges

High Cost

Unstable Quality



Products Demo

AP In-door AP Out-door

SwitchAP In-door AP In-door



Advantages

1. The lowest cost by using own MCU and RF chip

2. 10 years R & D technology and experience of 2.4G wireless transmission

3. High quality screen display technology, option of 6 dimensions, customizing the 

appearance

4. 2.4G/NFC wireless transmission

5. Ultra low power consumption, battery life of more than 5 years（4 updates/day）

6. Support for multiple text, number, picture, QR code display

7. Cache multiple sets of display content, flexible switching

8. Independent development of AP and switch, safe data transmission 

9. Rich accessories, suitable for many scenarios, easy to install and operate

10. Strong after-sales service and supply chain system



Specification

Model
Display
(Inch)

Color Battery Life
Working 

Temperature
（℃）

Transmission 
Mode

Remark

MP15 1.5 black/white 1 x 550mAh，3 yrs 0-30 NFC+2.4G

3-colour 
display 
available.

only NFC 
mode 
available.

MP21 2.1 black/white 2 x 550mAh，5 yrs 0-30 NFC+2.4G

MP29 2.9 black/white 2 x 550mAh，5 yrs 0-30 NFC+2.4G

MP42 4.2 black/white 4 x 550mAh，5 yrs 0-30 NFC+2.4G

MP58 5.8 black/white 6 x 550mAh，5 yrs 0-30 NFC+2.4G

MP75 7.5 black/white 6 x 550mAh，5 yrs 0-30 NFC+2.4G
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